Video 287: Q&A Session #90
by Wes Penre, January 1, 2022
The video to this transcript can be found on my video channel: https://wespenrevideos.com
___________________________________________________________________________________

Happy New Year! I hope you are having a great Holiday Season! We’ll start out the new year of
2022 with a Q&A, and then we will dig deeper into the Singularity and the Metaverse, and more
on other subjects later. Please submit more Q&A questions at wespenre2@gmail.com, and don’t
forget to put Q&A in the subject line of your email. And now to the questions:

QUESTION 1: With the number of people having near death experiences where they are seeing
God and Jesus, etc., is it possible they are experiencing the Alien Invader Force, the AIF, using
their ability to shape shift and make it look like it is real with these people? This is my 64-
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thousand-dollar question: are you able to know whether what you are seeing and dealing with in
the astral is real or fake?

ANSWER: For more information about the Grid and how to exit the Matrix/Kenoma, see my
section “Exiting the Grid” on my blog, wespenrevideos.com. But to answer your question directly
regarding the astral, you will not know whether what you’re experiencing in the astral is real or
fake. In other words, you don’t know the intention behind whomever created what you might
encounter. I am glad you asked this because I get a chance to stress something very important:
what I just said is the reason why I have been stressing so many times that we need to focus
when we leave our body and go through the Grid. Don’t pay attention to anything that is
happening around you after you die—just spot the Grid and leave.

For astral travel in general, and Near-Death Experiences (NDEs), the same thing applies; you don’t
know what you’re experiencing most of the time. Because souls on this plane of existence can
manifest themselves as they please in any shape or form, and because their intentions vary, just
like here on Earth, you as a stranger will not be able to tell who is what with certainty. But anyone
who tries to either lure you into the tunnel of light or suggest they are your relatives who want
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you to meet your “soul group,” I would avoid and not pay attention to. If you do, you will
reincarnate here.

QUESTION 2: Is there any irrefutable proof that the Soul Reincarnation Trap in the form of Grid
around earth exists - a proof that can be verified by someone independently, with practically
executable effort? And why are so few self-proclaimed astral travelers mentioning it? To those
who haven't researched enough themselves, the concept of soul trap looks bizarre, you would
agree. So how would I convince my wife and kid that I have not gone crazy, and they should not
enter the loving white bright light at death and ignore those who guide them to enter the bright
light tunnel as a rescue from the ghostly realm, and to go back into the heaven/spirit home?

ANSWER: Of course, the Grid is metaphysical in nature and can’t easily be proven physically in
this vibrational reality, although I assume it can be proven energetically. So, it needs to be
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considered in other ways. There is only one way to figure out for oneself what makes sense and
what doesn’t. You can tell anyone about the soul trap who doesn’t want to do any research on
the subject, and they will laugh you off—relative, friend, or stranger, it doesn’t matter. It can take
a lot of research for a person to realize there is a soul trap, or they might just figure it out quickly.
But the way of finding it out is very personal; it’s a matter of discovering what resonates and then
connect the dots. If we don’t build a bigger picture than just the soul trap, without also learning
how this 3D reality and beyond work, there is no way to get a clearer concept of this.
The reason I believe many out of body experiencers have not encountered the Grid is because
it’s not in their reality, so they don’t even see it. First, you need to be on the vibrational level
matching the frequency of the Grid, and you need to be aware of it. As within so without.

You can’t convince somebody about anything, and you shouldn’t—even if it’s your own family.
All you can do is to tell them that this is your conclusion, based on the research you have done.
And you can say that if they are interested to find out more, you can show them where to start
looking. They will either laugh you off and think you’ve lost your mind, or it might spark
something inside them, and they might decide to start looking. But it’s always up to the
individual. No one can be forced into a conclusion that is not theirs, and not everybody is ready
to dig into these things.
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QUESTION 3: When we leave and enter the Pleroma, will we know anyone? Will our memories
come back, and we find our friends? Or will we be alone and lost?
ANSWER: I’m not completely sure if you’re talking about the Pleroma (the Spiritual Realm) or
Orion, where souls are creator gods. You say Pleroma, though, so I’ll cover both.
The Pleroma comprises Aeons, who simply speaking are emanations of God/the Monad, and they
are pure Spirit. We have this Spirit inside us through Sophia, the Creatrix of this universe and
many others beyond. Spirit is not human, like we are, and Spirit doesn’t miss anything—they
don’t “think” in 3D terms. They just are, and they create from the Spiritual Realm, one could say.
So, you don’t even need to be concerned about that. There is nothing missing in the Pleroma.

However, most of us will not go back completely to the Pleroma when we die. We will remain
Spirit and soul in the Greater Universe I call Orion in the Wes Penre Papers (WPP). Before we got
isolated here in the Kenoma, we were the Namlu’u—the original human, who lived (and I believe
still live) on a greater landmass outside Earth that we can call Gaia. According to old and new
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pending research, it seems like we will go back to being Namlu’us again, but we will also be able
to travel the universe (Orion) with our minds, so-called nanotravel.
When you die and leave the Kenoma, will you meet others who left before you? You probably
will if someone you know left the Kenoma before you. If not, you might or might not want to
keep an eye open for friends who have not yet died and greet them outside the Grid. I can
imagine that would work. But I also imagine that the Namlu’us who are still out there will
recognize you, and you them, from the time before you got isolated here. There are old friends
among them, I would imagine.

QUESTION 4: Do you have any information or theory on what is the origin of souls of narcissists,
sociopaths, and psychopaths? It seems their souls are fractured or in possession of some lowvibe dark entity because they don’t have remorse, empathy as most healthy humans and enjoy
causing pain to other living creatures and feeding off their energy.
Another question is why such individuals often attract to the opposite people who have high level
of empathy, lots of Light and aim for spiritual growth? Do the latter have something to learn from
those disordered individuals?
ANSWER: Regarding the first part of the question, it would be too much to go into here in a Q&A,
but as you noticed and mentioned in one email, I have a lot of information on narcissism and
codependency on my blog, and the subject usually is mentioned in the title of the videos in one
way or another. Also check out the YouTube channels of Sam Vaknin and Richard Grannon to
name two good sources. Thais Gibson is very good, as well, when it comes to attachment styles.
What we can learn from narcissists, psychopaths, and other people with severe mental disorders
is that they exist, how their minds work, and how to avoid getting in close connection to them—
particularly romantic relationships. We need to learn how to stop them, and we need to selfreflect and figure out what our “sweet spot,” or our weakness is that makes us attract them.
Usually, one weakness is lack of personal boundaries. A secure person with healthy boundaries
usually doesn’t attract narcissists to any significant degree. And if they do, they spot them quite
quickly and don’t associate with them if they can help it. This is where Thais Gibson’s attachment
styles videos are helpful.
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QUESTION 5: I want to bring up something that is quite disturbing. After Lucifer/Yaldabaoth was
cast out of heaven, he created different head Archons, his offspring. He then created different
angels, demons, and entities, such as the seraphim, who chant "Holy, holy, holy is Jehovah of
Host, the whole earth is full of his glory." My question is, can these terrifying beings be
encountered and or even distract you from exiting the Grid?

ANSWER: What you’re referring to here is hardcore Christian religion, with angels chanting 24/7
in all eternity. Unfortunately, these narratives have found their way into the Gnostic texts, too.
In order to discern, we need to take that part out. If we read the Gnostic texts and exclude the
hardcore Christian parts, we get much closer to what makes sense. So much has happened since
the Gnostic texts were written down. Some were left reasonably intact, from what it seems, while
others were contaminated with mumbo-jumbo like this—probably added by a Christian
interpreter or translator.
When it comes to distracting us when exiting, it is entirely up to us how much we allow ourselves
to be distracted. I would suggest not paying attention to anything except going out. Anything
else, I would consider a distraction, and I would discard it. Intention and vibration are the keys.
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We need to get rid of all earthly attachments in our mind related to the Kenoma/Matrix and be
completely determined to leave and not be distracted on our way out. And it’s all about vibration.
Has the person conquered enough fear to dare to go into what they consider the unknown (but
is actually their real home, although they don’t remember)?

Please consider signing up on Patreon. Without your support, it’s literally impossible to continue
with these videos and articles. Patreon supporters are what makes this possible. So, if you like
what you see and hear, please consider going to patreon.com/wespenre and sign up.
Here is a list of patrons who have agreed to being mentioned on my screen list—Tier 2 to Tier 4.
Thank you for your dedicated contribution (see video screen).
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